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© In a wireless headphone (2) in which an infra-red

signal transmitted from a transmitting apparatus (1)

is received and a received output is reproduced as

an audible sound by headphone unit portions (11,

12), a first light receiving element (19) is provided on

a top portion (1 6) of a head band portion (8) so that,

when a listener is wearing the wireless headphone

(2), a light receiving surface (19a) of the first light

receiving element (19) is directed rearwards. Second

and third light receiving elements (20) are provided

on the headphone unit portions (11, 12) so that light

receiving surfaces (20a) of the second and third light

receiving elements (20) are directed forwards with

respect to the listener.

FIG. 3
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This invention relates to wireless headphones.

A wireless headphone system has recently

been proposed in which a signal is transmitted by

means of infra-red rays from a transmitter, and is

received by the headphones at a position distant

from the transmitter.

Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application No.

JP-A-55-82536 discloses such a wireless head-

phone system in which the usable range of the

headphone is not limited by a headphone cord,

unlike previous headphone systems. Further, in-

frared rays are utilised to prevent the wireless

headphone from interfering with other types of radi-

ation such as radio waves. An infra-red signal light

transmitted from the transmitter is received by a

light receiving element provided on a top portion of

a head band portion of the wireless headphone. An

output signal from the light receiving element is

demodulated and reproduced by an amplifier, a

demodulating circuit and a reproducing circuit

powered by a power supply source such as a

secondary battery or the bke incorporated within,

the headphone, and is then fed to a headphone

unit portion. Thus the headphone unit portion can

derive the reproduced output as an audible signal,

transmitted from the transmitter.

However, in the previous proposal, the light

receiving element is provided only on the top por-

tion of the head band portion so that, when the

wireless headphone is worn on the head, the lis-

tener's hair may hide the light receiving element.

There is then the substantial likelihood that the light

receiving element will not receive the infra-red sig-

nal transmitted from the transmitter. In order to

solve this problem, it has been proposed to mount

the light receiving element on a hanger portion of

the wireless headphone. This proposal, however,

cannot fully remove the possibility that the light

receiving element will be hidden by the listener's

hair. Further, although the light receiving element

on this wireless headphone can receive a signal

transmitted from one direction, for example from

the front, because of the directivity of the light

receiving element, it cannot receive the transmitted

signal which has reached the receiving element

after having been reflected by a wall or the like, in

particular a transmitted signal from the rear/Ac-

cordingly, if the listener's head is turned away from

the transmitter, then the transmitted signal cannot

be received by the light receiving element so that

the sound reproduction is interrupted. Further, the

range of movement of the listener is limited, which

considerably decreases the advantages of the wire-

less headphone.

According to a first aspect of the present in-

vention there is provided a wireless headphone in

which a light signal can be received and repro-

duced as an audible signal, the wireless head-

phone being characterised by:

at least two light receiving elements provided

on a headphone body such that light receiving

surfaces of the two light receiving elements are

5 directed in different directions.

A preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion described below provides an improved wire-

less headphone which can overcome or at least

reduce the defects inherent in the previous propos-

io als.

The preferred wireless headphone can receive

a transmitted signal satisfactorily regardless of the

position of the listener's head.

Even when a light receiving element is hidden

75 by hair, the transmitted signal can be received by

another or the other light receiving element, thus

assuring positive reception of the transmitted sig-

nal.

According to a second aspect of the present

20 invention there is provided a wireless headphone

having charging terminals for charging a secondary

battery incotporateo> wibi*

»

bmjftomm baripiHu*
wireless headphone comprising: a change-over

switch provided in the headphone body for chang-

es ing

between operable and inoperable states of the

wireless headphone;

characterised by closing means for closing the

charging terminals in a ganged relation to the

30 change over operation of the change-over switch

when switching the wireless headphone to the op-

erable state.

In the preferred wireless headphone, the charg-

ing terminals are closed in ganged relation so that,

35 when the listener wears the wireless headphone,

the charging terminals can be protected from con-

tact with hair and the skin of the head and can also

be protected from being contaminated by oily com-

ponents, so that corrosion of the charging terminals

40 and contact failure in the recharging process can

be avoided.

According to a third aspect of the present

invention there is provided a wireless headphone

system comprising:

45 a wireless headphone having signal receiving

means; and

a transmitting apparatus having an engagement

portion engageable with an engaging portion of the

wireless headphone, and which is operable to

so transmit a transmission signal on the basis of an

incoming audio signal.

The invention will now be described by way of

example with reference to the accompanying draw-

ings, throughout which like parts are referred to by

55 like references, and in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view illus-

trating a wireless headphone system according

to an embodiment of the present invention;
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Figure 2 is a front view of a wireless headphone

of the system shown in Figure 1 , illustrating the

headphone in partly cut-away fashion;

Figure 3 is a rear view of the wireless head-

phone of Figure 2;

Figure 4 is a side view of the wireless head-

phone of Figures 2 and 3 from the right-hand

side;

Figure 5 is a perspective view illustrating the

wireless headphone being charged;

Figure 6 is an enlarged longitudinal partly sec-

tional diagrammatic view of one portion of the

wireless headphone; and

Figures 7A to 7C and Figures 8A to 8C are

schematic diagrams to which reference will be

made in explaining the arrangement and opera-

tion of a charging terminal portion of the wire-

less headphone.

Figure 1 illustrates a wireless headphone sys-

tem embodying the present invention. Referring to

Figure 1, there is shown a transmitter 1 and a

wireless headphone 2, wherein an intra *art tea—*-'

mitted signal from the transmitter 1 is received by

the wireless headphone 2 which reproduces the

received light signal as an output audio signal. In

this wireless headphone system, the wireless head-

phone is driven by a secondary (rechargeable)

battery (not shown), and this secondary battery is

recharged by a charging function of the transmitter

1 as will be described later.

As shown in Figure 1, the transmitter 1 com-

prises a transmitter body 3 and a leg or base 4

which supports the transmitter body 3. An audio

signal supplied to the transmitter body 3 from an

audio apparatus or the like is used to modulate

infra-red rays in a predetermined manner and

hence the audio signal is converted to an infra-red

transmission signal. This infra-red transmission sig-

nal is emitted from a front light transmitting portion

5 of the transmitter 1. The transmitter body 3 is

arranged to be rotatable relative to the base 4,

whereby the direction or angle in which the trans-

mission signal is transmitted can be freely varied.

The transmitter body 3 can also serve as a

charging apparatus which charges the secondary

battery incorporated within the wireless headphone

2. To this end, supply terminals 7a and 7b project

from a concave portion 6 of a recess shape formed

on the upper end portion of the transmitter body 3

as output terminals of this charging apparatus. An

input cord for an audio signal and a power supply

cord (neither being shown) respectively connect

the transmitter body 3 to the audio apparatus and

the power supply source.

The wireless headphone 2 comprises a head

band portion 8 and a pair of headphone unit por-

tions 11 and 12 supported to the two end portions

of the head band portion 8 by means of hanger

portions 9 and 10. The headphone unit portions 11

and 1 2 incorporate respective speakers (not

shown). As shown in Figure 3, a slidable switch

knob 13 is provided for turning on the power sup-

5 ply source of the headphone. The headphone also

includes dials 14 and 15 which are used to adjust

sound volume.

As will be clear from Figures 2 to 4, the wire-

less headphone 2 is provided at three portions

w (specifically the central top portion of the head

band portion 8 and front side portions of the left

and right headphone unit portions 11 and 12) with

respective light receiving portions 16, 17 and 18.

The light receiving portions 16, 17 and 18 are

15 respectively covered with filter caps 16a, 17a and

18a which are transparent only to infra-red rays.

The light receiving portion 16 provided on the

top portion of the head band portion 8 includes a

first receiving element 19 whose light receiving

20 surface 19a is directed rearward and which can

thus receive a transmitted signal supplied thereto

from the rea#. The tight rocwwinp pottoa. V? aocfc

18 of the headphone unit portions 11 and 12 re-

spectively include second light receiving elements

25 20, each of the light receiving elements 20 having

a light receiving surface 20a which is oriented in a

direction different from that of the first light receiv-

ing element 19, specifically in the front downward

direction, so as to receive a transmitted signal from

30 the front side. If any one of the light receiving

elements 19 and 20 of the three light receiving

portions 16, 17 and 18 receives the transmitted

signal, the received signal is demodulated to pro-

vide an audio signal, and this audio signal is repro-

35 duced by the headphone unit portions 11 and 12

as an audio sound.

The wireless headphone system is constructed

as described above so that, even when the listener

wearing the headphone turns the head in any di-

40 rection, any one of the three light receiving portions

16, 17 and 18 can receive the transmitted signal,

thus making it possible to maintain satisfactory

reception.

The wireless headphone preferably utilises a

45 secondary battery as its drive power source as

described above (the secondary battery may be

accommodated, for example, within the headphone

unit 11 or 12, although this is not shown), and a

rechargeable battery terminal portion 21 is pro-

50 vided at the central portion of the head band por-

tion 8 for recharging this secondary battery.

More specifically, as shown in Figure 6, elec-

tronic circuits 31 and 32 such as an amplifying

circuit and the like are incorporated within the filter

55 cap 16a on the top portion of the head band

portion 8. Also, a circuit board 22 is located within

the filter cap 16a so as to support thereon the first

light receiving element 19. On the lower side sur-

3
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face of the circuit board 22, there are formed

charging terminals 23a and 23b as input terminals

for the secondary battery. In association with the

charging terminals 23a and 23b, through-holes 24a

and 24b are formed in the lower wall of the head 5

band portion 8 at its central portion.

Upon charging, as shown in Figures 5 and 6,

the central portion of the head band portion 8 of

the wireless headphone 2 is placed in the recess

concave portion 6 of the transmitter body 3, and w
the supply terminals 7a, 7b of the transmitter body

3 are inserted into the through-holes 24a and 24b,

whereby the tops of the supply terminals 7a and 7b

are respectively connected to the charging termi-

nals 23a and 23b. If the charging circuit (not is

shown) provided within the transmitter body 3 is

automatically or manually operated under this con-

dition, then a current is supplied to the secondary

battery incorporated within the wireless headphone

2 from the supply terminals 7a and 7b through the 20

charging terminals 23a and 23b, and charging is

effected. In the charging opwafaewt tt>» dwwrttatt cfc

~

the wireless headphone 2 placed in the recess

concave portion 6 of the transmitter body 3 may be

as shown in Figure 5 or may be reversed. In other 25

words, the charging operation can be effected re-

gardless of the polarities of the supply terminals

7a, 7b and the charging terminals 23a, 23b.

In the charging terminal portion 21 of the wire-

less headphone 2, an opening and closing plate 30

member 25 is provided between the charging ter-

minals 23a, 23b and the through-holes 24a, 24b so

as to open and close access to the charging termi-

nals 23a, 23b. The opening and closing plate mem-
ber 25 is operated in a ganged relation with the 35

switching operations of the power supply source of

the wireless headphone 2. Specifically, a slide

switch 26 for selectively turning on and off the

power supply source of the wireless headphone 2

is secured to the circuit board 22, and the opening 40

and closing plate member 25 is coupled at a verti-

cal surface portion formed on one end thereof to a

slide contact 26a of the slide switch 26. The switch

knob 13 is formed integrally with the vertical sur-

face portion of the opening and closing plate mem- 45

ber 25 and is exposed to the exterior through a

rectangular opening 27 bored through the filter cap

16a. When the switch knob 13 is moved to the

right or left, the slide switch 26 is actuated to

change over the operating condition of the wireless 50

headphone 2, namely to turn on or off the power

supply source, and simultaneously, the opening

and closing plate member 25 is moved to the right

or left.

Through-holes 25a and 25b are bored through 55

the opening and closing plate member 25 so that,

when the switch knob 13 is in the off position, that

is when the wireless headphone 2 is in the in-

operable state, the through-holes 25a, 25b respec-

tively communicate with the through-holes 24a,

24b. Thus, the charging terminals 23a and 23b are

exposed, thereby making possible the recharging

of the secondary battery (see Figures 7A, 7B and

7C).

When the switch knob 13 is moved to the on

position, that is when the wireless headphone 2 is

in the operable state, the through-holes 25a, 25b

do not communicate with the through-holes 24a,

24b by virtue of the movement of the opening and

closing plate member 25. Thus, the charging termi-

nals 23a and 23b are concealed by the opening

and closing plate member 25 (see Figures 8A, 8B
and 8C). Therefore, in this state, even when the

listener wears the wireless headphone 2, the charg-

ing terminals 23a and 23b will be prevented from

contacting the listener's hair.

In the wireless headphone 2 of this embodi-

ment, the three light receiving portions 16, 17 and

18 for receiving the infra-red signal transmitted

the top portion of the head band portion 8 and on

the respective headphone unit portions 11 and 12

so that, even when any of the light receiving por-

tions is hidden in use, other light receiving portions

can satisfactorily receive the transmitted signal

from the transmitter 1. Further, the light receiving

portion 16 provided on the top portion of the head

band portion 8 includes the light receiving element

19 whose light receiving surface 19a is directed

rearwards and the light receiving portions 17 and

18 of the two headphone units 11 and 12 include

the light receiving elements 20 whose light receiv-

ing surfaces 20a are directed to the right and left

front directions so that, even when the transmitted

signal reaches the wireless headphone 2 from any

direction, this transmitted signal can be positively

received by any one of the light receiving elements

19 and 20. Therefore, regardless of the direction of

the listener's head wearing the wireless headphone

2, a satisfactory receiving condition can be always

maintained.

Furthermore, in accordance with this embodi-

ment, the second light receiving elements 20 pro-

vided in the headphone units 11 and 12 are ar-

ranged to orient their light receiving surfaces 20a in

the lower front directions so that the wireless head-

phone system can satisfactorily receive the trans-

mitted signal from the transmitter 1, particularly

when the user wears the wireless headphone 2

while lying down.

While one embodiment of the present invention

is described above, various modifications are pos-

sible, for example as follows. For example, while

the light receiving surface 19a of the first light

receiving element 19 provided on the top portion of

the head band portion 8 is directed rearwards and

4
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the light receiving surfaces 20a of the second light

receiving elements 20 provided on the headphone

unit portions 11 and 12 are directed forwards in the

aforementioned embodiment, this arrangement

may be reversed; namely, the light receiving sur-

face 19a of the first light receiving element 19 may
be directed forwards and the light receiving sur-

faces 20a of the second light receiving elements 20

may be directed rearwards.

As set out above, the head band portion is

provided at its top portion with the first light receiv-

ing element whose light receiving surface is di-

rected in one direction and at least one of the left

and right headphone unit portions is provided with

the second light receiving element whose light re-

ceiving surface is directed in the direction different

from that of the first light receiving element so that,

even when any of the light receiving elements is

hidden by hair or the like, the transmitted signal

can be received by an or the other light receiving

element. Further, even when the listener's head is

directed in any direction, the transmitted signal can

be positively received by at least one of the light

receiving elements. Therefore, regardless of the

condition of the head of the listener, satisfactory

reception can always be maintained.

Furthermore, the charging terminals are selec-

tively closed in a ganged relation with the operation

of the switch which selectively switches the opera-

tion of the wireless headphone so that, when the

listener is wearing this wireless headphone, hair

and skin from the head can be prevented from

contacting the charging terminals. Thus, the charg-

ing terminals can be protected from being contami-

nated by oily components or the like. Hence, the

charging terminals can be protected from corrosion

and poor contact in the charging operation can be

avoided.

PREFERRED ASPECTS AND FEATURES OF THE
INVENTION

1. A wireless headphone in which a light signal

can be received and reproduced as an audible

signal, the wireless headphone (2) being charac-

terised by:

at least two light receiving elements (19, 20)

provided on a headphone body such that light

receiving surfaces (19a, 20a) of the two light

receiving elements (19, 20) are directed in dif-

ferent directions.

2. A wireless headphone according to paragraph

1, wherein a first light receiving element (19) of

the at least two light receiving elements is pro-

vided on a top portion (16) of a head band

portion (8) of the headphone body, and a sec-

ond light receiving element (20) is provided at

least on one of a pair of headphone unit portions

(11, 12) of the headphone body in such a way

that a light receiving surface (20a) thereof is

directed in a direction different to that of a light

receiving surface (19a) of the first light receiving

5 element (19).

3. A wireless headphone according to paragraph

1, wherein the light receiving surface (19a) of

the first light receiving element (19) is directed

rearwards and the light receiving surface (20a)

io of the second light receiving element (20) is

directed forwards, the forward and rearward di-

rections being relative to a listener wearing the

wireless headphone (2).

4. A wireless headphone having charging termi-

75 nals (23a, 23b) for charging a secondary battery

incorporated within a headphone body, the wire-

less headphone (2) comprising:

a change-over switch (26) provided in the

headphone body for changing between operable

20 and inoperable states of the wireless headphone

(2);

rnawrtohort by rkn'mn gxm»(lii)| yifrtMh

closing the charging terminals (23a, 23b) in a

ganged relation to the change over operation of

25 the change-over switch (26) when switching the

wireless headphone (2) to the operable state.

5. A wireless headphone according to paragraph

4, wherein the charging terminals (23a, 23b) are

provided on the headphone body at positions in

30 which they would contact the listener's head

when the listener is wearing the wireless head-

phone (2).

6. A wireless headphone according to paragraph

5, wherein the charging terminals (23a, 23b) are

35 provided on an inner surface side of a head

band portion (8) of the headphone body.

7. A wireless headphone according to paragraph

4, paragraph 5 or paragraph 6, wherein the

closing means comprises a switch knob (13)

40 which is slidably provided on the headphone

body to operate the change-over switch (26).

8. A wireless headphone system comprising:

a wireless headphone (2) having signal re-

ceiving means (19, 20); and

45 a transmitting apparatus (1) having an en-

gagement portion (6) engageable with an engag-

ing portion (21) of the wireless headphone (2)

and which is operable to transmit a transmission

signal on the basis of an incoming audio signal.

so 9. A wireless headphone system according to

paragraph 8, wherein the wireless headphone (2)

is provided with a secondary battery for operat-

ing the signal receiving means (19, 20), and the

transmitting apparatus (1) is provided with

55 charging means for charging the secondary bat-

tery.

10. A wireless headphone system according to

paragraph 9, wherein the engaging portion (21)

5
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of the wireless headphone (2) is provided with

charging terminals (23a, 23b) for charging the

secondary battery and the engagement portion

(6) of the transmitting apparatus (1) is provided

with supply terminals (7a, 7b) as output termi- 5

nals for the charging means.

11. A wireless headphone system according to

paragraph 8, paragraph 9 or paragraph 10,

wherein a transmitting portion (3) of the trans-

mitting apparatus (1) is arranged so that a trans- 10

mitting angle thereof can be adjusted.

Claims

1. A wireless headphone comprising a change- is

over switch (26) provided in the headphone

body for changing between operable and in-

operable states of the wireless headphone (2);

characterised by:

charging terminals (23a, 23b) for charging a 20

secondary battery incorporated within a head-

phone body the charging terminate (23a, 23b>

being provided on the headphone body at po-

sitions in which they would contact the lis-

teners head when the listener is wearing the 25

wireless headphone (2); and

closing means (13, 25) for closing the charging

terminals (23a, 23b) in a ganged relation to the

change over operation of the change-over

switch (26) when switching the wireless head- 30

phone (2) to the operable state.

2. A wireless headphone according to claim 1,

wherein the charging terminals (23a, 23b) are

provided on an inner surface side of a head 35

band portion (8) of the headphone body.

3b A wireless headphone according to claim 1 or

claim 2, wherein the closing means comprises

a switch knob (13) which is slidably provided 40

on the headphone body to operate the change-

over switch (26).
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FIG. 3
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FIG. 7A
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FIG. 8A
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